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Abstract: This Paper Deals with the game of chess, how 

important the game of chess impact in life, what are the 

strategies in the game of chess, beginning- middle-end 

game of chess and how it relates to life.  How should one 

apply the strategies of chess in real life. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The game of chess is vital in everyone’s life and 

everyone must play chess. Chess teaches so many 

things which you can’t imagine. 

 

PIECES 

 

The game chess consists of two-colored Piece sets. In 

each set there is a king, queen, bishops, Knights, rooks 

and soldiers. Likewise in life whenever we have to 

face a crisis With person consider this Crisis between 

two persons (kings), Each person has their spouse 

(queens), friends (bishops), well-wishers (knights), 

parents (rooks) and known persons (soldiers). Each 

person’s background is different and Each 

person(pieces) has their own strength and weaknesses. 

You should perceive the crisis as there must be some 

problem in the castle. 

It may be the problem between the king and the queen 

or king and bishops or king and knights or king and 

rooks. Each piece or persons influence the game of the 

king in each day. You should take this into account and 

react accordingly to life. 

In the game of life, we should face a situation king 

loses its pieces or persons it may be well wishers or 

queen or friends or known persons. Though the game 

continues. The power of the king may be reduced but 

his perseverance to play the game decides his life. 

 

OPENINGS 

 

In the game of chess what we open our game is more 

important. Likewise in our life early  childhood stage 

is more important most of the brain in human develop 

in this period only. A child how he performs under age 

7 decides his brain development. Early Childhood 

education and care for the child is more important in 

life.to  

CASTLING 

 

The King should know when to build his own castle in 

his arena. In life a person has to know his time to build 

his own castle neither too early nor too late. 

 

MIDDLE GAME 

 

In chess there are more strategies handled to win the 

opponent like the net, the pin, the fork, tied piece. 

Likewise in life when we are in Middle Ages, we have 

to handle so many problems. Some may pin the 

problem to us, some may fork the problem to us if we 

move, we may lose one of our powers like assets or 

people. Some may tie us to the problems we have to 

overcome all these by thinking what the counter attack 

or defence we have to move to save us like that we 

have to think and react to life accordingly. 

 

MOBILITY 

 

There is a phrase mobility is paramount in chess, if an 

attack by a weaker piece strong piece should move in 

order to hold its value likewise in life when we are 

teased by the people who are not in our level to argue 

just move away and ignore them. 

 

CENTRE 

 

There is a general rule in chess whoever controls the 

greater share of centre has the greater mobility 

likewise in your Middle Ages how you save the assets 

and money you will have much freedom of life in 

economy. 

 

TOUCHED PIECE 

 

If an opponent uses the phrase touched piece in chess 

you have to move that piece whether you gain or lose 
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the power likewise in life you have the choice to go in 

a way but when you touch a way you have to go you 

may lose or gain power accept that and move on. 

 

ILLEGAL MOVES 

 

Chess provides an opportunity to move against the 

rules for three times in a game. Likewise, life also 

provides you opportunities when you decide or make 

a wrong move always have a choice to recover. 

CHECK 

 

You have to decide small things continuously like 

check and wait for the opt time to say check mate in 

chess game likewise wait for the right time and do 

small try in life to get success in life. 

 

WON GAME AND DRAWN GAME 

 

In chess we can’t always win sometimes we win, 

sometimes we lose and sometimes the game may 

draw. Likewise in life we can’t always win sometimes 

we win, sometimes we may lose or sometimes we may 

negotiate to 50-50. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Life and chess are related in many ways whenever you 

have a problem in life relax and play chess you may 

get some idea to solve that problem. 
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